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Checklist: Losing valuable testing time 
 

Introduction 
This checklist is the outcome of the research for the causes of loosing valuable testing time. It addresses key points 
that, when taken care of, can save the project a lot of time and reduce the time-to-market. The checklist can be 
used to address potential risks and help project managers to assess to what degree the project organization 
supports and facilitates the testing process. The list indicates where possible time saving measures can be taken in 
order to reduce the testing time and shorten the time to market.  
 
The checklist consist of five main causes of why we lose valuable time in the testing project. These are: 

 doing the wrong things 

 unnecessary waiting time 

 chasing information 

  unnecessary repetitions 

 Inefficiency 
  

How to use this checklist 
Asses for your project or organization whether it meets the description. Try to be as honest as possible and above 
all;  try to cooperate and ask your colleagues to contribute with their views. If you cannot give a clear and 
convincing explanation you might have found a weak spot. Read the additional comment in italics to see where you 
may lose time and risk project delay.  Ready ? let’s get started.  
 

Doing the wrong things 
Check Description 

  Business alignment 
 

The project and its test activities are aligned with the business goals 
 It is known by the project members what the business tries to 

achieve with the project.  
 The business case of the project is available and its contents is know 
 Operational management has contributed to the project scope and 

is identified as a stakeholder. 
 
Note: Each project serves a purpose. Not knowing the business goals of the 
project is a mayor risk for doing the wrong things. By aligning with business 
goals, taking knowledge of the business case and knowing who is running the 
operational process enables project members to make well argued decisions 
that benefit the business. 
 

 Risk management 
 

Risks are assessed on a project/program level and  
 these risks are communicated towards the project members such as 

Business Analyst, Design team and Test team. 
 are assessed and agreed with all stakeholders 

 
Note: Not complying to this check may lead to many additional changes and  
incomplete specifications. The test team has to execute their own risk 
assessment or may waist time on testing the wrong items.  
 

 Issue management Issue management is installed?  It is 
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 Clear who is responsible 
 Clear how the issue management process is organized 
 Clear how issues are to be registered 
 Supported by a sufficient bug tracker that is available to all 

members of the team 
 Clear what interaction between development team and issuer is 

required. 
  
Note: Not complying to this check will lead to a lot of time slippage because 
this needs to be set up in a later, bugs are not clearly registered and need 
many clarification or are poorly solved thus leading to extra releases and test 
cycles. A lot of time is lost on creating management information. 
 

 Project planning  Testing is addressed in the project planning and it has been 
validated by the test manager or QA department (see also 
resourcing) 

 
Note: The amount of time spent on testing is often underestimated. By 
assessing the planning in cooperation with test management  future delays 
can be avoided and testing can be done ‘first time right”. 
 

 Release and deployment 
management 

Release management Is in place. The process is designed such that 
 The most important functions are released as early as possible 
 The content of the release is planned and communicated as well as 

deviations from the plan 
 There is agreement on the content of the release notes  
 Release criteria are determined, e.g. “only functions that pass the 

unit-testing are released”. 
 Releases are made with a purpose and receiver in mind. The 

purpose is clear and the receiver of the release can influence the 
required content or moment of release.   

 A hand-over briefing is planned for each release, in which 
development addresses known-issues and key attention points 

 A realistic deployment interval is included in the planning bridging 
the gap between build and available on the test environment  

 An intake procedure is planned, executed by the receiving party in 
co-operation with development. 

 
Note: By getting release management in place and addressing these items it 
is avoided that testing looses time with figuring out what can be tested, with 
the testing of unfixed or unreleased features or the test execution phase is 
entered while being unprepared. Releases are defined with the end-goal in 
mind. They are not a technical push, but support the needs of the receiving 
party. This improves efficiency and  reduces repetitions and waiting time, 
whereas good  communications saves a lot of discussion and chasing 
information. Furthermore good Release and deployment management 
ensures that that the version that is successfully tested, is the version that 
makes it to production.  
 

 Acceptance criteria  Acceptance criteria are clear and supported by the stakeholders. 
 Acceptance criteria are aligned with the requirements and identified 

risks.  
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Note: Unclear acceptance criteria often lead to scope creep, additional 
changes and misperception by stakeholders.  
 

 System definition (Test Basis) The systems supposed behavior is adequately defined. This means that: 
 That Specifications are sufficiently detailed, complete and testable 
 A process is installed to inform all stakeholders about details that 

are not described 
 Oracles are addressed and available for each key area to decide on 

the proper behavior of the system when this is unclear ore 
expectations are contradicting.  

 These oracles have sufficient knowledge and are authorized to make 
decisions on behalf of the business. 

 The oracles are involved in change and issue management 
processes. 

 Test team has sufficient knowledge about the system and business 
domain to do unscripted testing 

 
Note: An unclear system definition may seem to save time in the early stage 
of the project, but often usurps a lot of time further out in the project. Time is 
lost on figuring out what the system is supposed to do, how tests can be 
executed, what the right behavior is (solution for found bugs, and figuring out 
whether it is a bug at all).   

 

Unnecessary waiting time 
Check Description 

 Deployment cycle 
 

The time it takes to have a bug solved and ready for usage or re-testing is 
known and this information is integrated in the project planning. This 
information is based upon experience or an estimation taking into account 
the 
 complexity of the system chain 
 quality of the code (e.g. spaghetti code, complexity of functions and 

comments) 
 experience the deployment team has with deployments 
 the deployment issues that need to be solved after initial installation 

 
Note: Experience learns that a lot of test-execution time is lost on deployment 
issues. Having a clear insight in the time it takes to have a release available, 
enables efficient planning.  

 

 Bug fixing The time it takes to have a bug solved known and this information is 
integrated in the project planning  
 Clear issue management 
 Unambiguousness of the solution direction 
 Throughput time of issue-management process 
 Availability of key-persons (e.g. developer and oracle) 

 
Note: Bugs are strange creatures by nature, so expect the unexpected. 
Waiting times for showstoppers to be solved is often extended by discussion 
on the nature of the reported bug (reproduction and understanding) of the 
bug, the right solution and the time needed to address the issue to the 
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responsible persons. 
 

 Test environment The quality and quantity of available test environments is known and taken 
into account when addressing project risks. E.g. 
 The stability of the test environment is sufficient and will not delay 

test execution 
 Performance of the test environment is sufficient and will not delay 

test execution 
 The number of separate, dedicated environments is just enough: 

not too much, not too few (sharing with other teams is not 
necessary or planned  

 It is known how to deal with project delay or rescheduling with 
respect to allocation of projects to environments 

 It is known what is needed for test execution and these are 
supported by the environment 

 Accounts, access control and user rights for test staff are addressed 
timely 

 Technical & Application management is available, with a help desk 
or an person who can be addressed in case of problems 

 Organization is able to identify and eliminate differences between 
various environments (e.g. configuration differences between 
development and test environment)  

 Required test data is known and actions are planned to create and 
maintain the test data. 

 
Note: without a working test environment test execution comes to a grinding 
halt. In most projects the  test execution throughput time is influenced to 
great extent by not being able to execute the planned test because the test 
environment is not available, unstable or not performing. This can have a 
technical or organizational nature. Asking the above questions will help 
anticipating these problems and reduce idle time by the test team. 
 

 Project delay Measures are taken to deliver the system under test as scheduled in order to 
avoid idle time later in the development cycle. E.g. by: 
 Adaptiveness: Schedules and planning are sufficiently “Designed for 

Change” 
 Development time in planning is realistic 
 The scope of each release is adjusted in cooperation with the 

receiving party in order to maintain the planned dates 
 Testing is integrated in development  
 Delay is anticipated by the resource planning and test activities 

which are flexible and adjustable.  
 
Note: Often the development phase is delayed. Slippage in the start date of 
the test execution phase is an cause delay and cost money if testers are 
waiting. Asking the above questions will help anticipating these problems and 
reduce idle time by the test team. 
 

 System definition (Test Basis) Test documentation is available and the available test documentation is of 
sufficient quality to support the chosen test strategy.  
 Delivery of the documentation is planned realistically 
 Delivery of the most important documents is planned in agreement 
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with stakeholders and aligned with needs from the development 
team. 

 Review is included with the assigned stakeholders and both review-
time and time for processing the comments is anticipated in the 
planning 

 It is known what information is needed by various stakeholders (e.g. 
the test team) beforehand of writing the documentation) 

 When delay is expected, or it is chosen not to have much 
documentation, other processes are put in place to support the 
need for information. 
 

Note: Not having documentation of sufficient quality available makes it hard 
to for the test team to start with their preparation. Either time is lost chasing 
the physical documents or waiting for their delivery. Insufficient details will 
lead in time loss by having to figure out how the system works and chasing 
information.   
  

 Testing is done early Testing is done as early as possible. This includes 
 Doing reviews before the code is available 
 Gaining experience with the system, as soon as it gets available 

(note this can be prior to release by sitting at the developers desk). 
 Starting with testing before all tests rips have been finished. 

 
Note:  
Experience learns that gaining hand-on experience with the system helps to 
design better test scripts  Although entry criteria must be respected, avoid 
waiting. Often testers tend to wait with test execution until the scripts are 
finished, while the first mayor bugs can be found without test scripts at all.  
Starting early avoids that you have to wait for the bug fix which may cost 
some time, at a time that you want to execute the finished scripts.  
 

 

Chasing information 
Check Description 

 Sorting out the truth 
 

It is defined and communicated where reliable information can be found. 
 The number of lists and overviews are limited and assigned as 

leading sources of information and single points of truth, e.g. Issues, 
system configuration, solution directions, etc 

 Oracles are assigned that have knowledge and authority to make 
decisions when the truth seems ambiguous  

 Technical support is assigned in order to provide information on 
status of the system and environment (e.g.  Running queues, 
workflows, adapters, etc) 
 

Note: Experience learns that a lot of time is lost in sorting out the truth. In 
many projects there is a multi-reality where due to different overviews and 
opinions, it is time consuming to find out what the best truth is. This concerns 
both organizational issues as technical system status. 
 

 Clarifying Process are in place,  or time is reserved for: 
 Figuring out what the system is suppose to do, especially in a case of 
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legacy systems.  (note this has link with “Sorting out the truth” and 
“system documentation”. 

 Explaining bug reports (Note this has a link to “How issues are to be 
registered”) 

 Roles and responsibilities are clearly defined 
 
Note: chasing the organization for information can consume a lot of time. 
Above measures are interlinked with other measures listed in this checklist 
and help to minimize unclearness or speed up the chasing process. 

 

 Decision making Information needed for making important decisions is known and the need is 
addressed in the project organization. E.g. business Intelligence is available 
for: 

 Risk coverage 
 Requirements coverage 
 Status of acceptance criteria 
 Test results 
 Impact of open issues  
 Repetitions in bug-fixing 
 Number of times deployments fails or wrong code is released. 

 
Note: Making wrong decisions can cause the project a lot of time. Clear and 
concise presentation of test results is crucial, e.g. in a dashboard-like “Release 
Chart”. Good information is needed in order to ensure the decision is taken 
with the right knowledge. Information alignment helps to have this 
information available without losing much time on gathering the data.  

 

 Misunderstanding  Interdisciplinary communication is stimulated in order to avoid 
misunderstanding between disciplines.  
 Work is done in multi disciplinary groups (e.g. Bug fixing  unit testing 

and system intakes are done with testers and developers, system 
testing is done in coöperation with users)  

 Information session are held in which each discipline explains their 
goals and challenges. 

 
Note: Understanding each other’s views and goals helps with  interpretation 
of received information. It stimulates cooperation and reduces the ping-pong 
effect between parties.  
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Unnecessary repetitions 
Check Description 

 Testing 
 

Measures are installed to avoid unnecessary repetitions in test execution 
caused by.  
 Poor solved bugs (e.g. clear registration, interdisciplinary 

cooperation, etc) 
 Unsolved bugs (e.g. releasing the right code, release notes) 
 Testing the wrong code (e.g. release management, intake 

procedure) 
 Continues regression testing (e.g. caused by poor alignment of the 

release with receiving party and unclear goals for each release) 
 
Note: Tests executed on wrong code or poor solved bugs have to be repeated. 
In many situations where manual testing consumes a lot of time, avoiding 
these repetitions will yield great benefit. 

 

 Changes  The Change process is controlled by a Change Control board 
 Agreements are made with the customer on expected changes from 

the outside world (e.g. legal obligations) 
 Agreements are made with the customer on how to deal with 

changes and scope creep (find a balance between delivering as 
defined vs. delivering a solution that includes all changes necessary 

                      
Note: Changes in the system, redesign, rework or scope changes will result in 
throwing away testing work already done.         
 

 Re-inventing the wheel  Tests are documented in such a way that they can be repeated by 
other members of the test team 

 Checklists and standards are available that instruct the tester how to 
define tests, register bugs, etc.  

 Manuals are available to instruct testers on how to access the 
system, use the system, perform certain checks like checking 
queues, work with the test tools and processes they have to follow  

 Input from other projects or QA is used while setting up the test 
project. 
 
 

Note: Much time is lost on re-inventing the wheel when project members 
leave the team or  new members are added. Investing in the right manuals 
can increase stability and continuity. It will reduce time lost on chasing 
information and sorting things out in the mid and long term. 
 

 Manual synchronization The number of systems that bear the same information is reduced to its 
minimum or technical interfaces are set up between the system.  
 There is only one bug registration tool 
 There is only one working time registration tool 
 There is only one test result registration tool 

 
Note: In many organizations much time is lost on data copying between 
systems.   
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Inefficiency 
Check Description 

 Manual labor 
 

Tooling is available to reduce manual labor, e.g. 
 Stubs, drivers, simulators on act on interfaces or to simulate chain 

partner systems 
 Analyzing tools (e.g. to compare database structures, check the 

content of system messages, look in the DB, measure performance, 
etc) 

 Bug registration tool 
 Test specification and execution tool 
 Planning tool 
 Configuration management tool 

 
Note: Good tooling can save a lot of time because they automate actions or 
limited the amount of errors. Both can speed up the process immensely. 

 

 Project staging  The project has clear defined stages and the purpose of these stages 
are understood.  

 Entry criteria are clearly defined and agreed upon. 
 Time required for development is realistic, or measurements are 

taken to avoid poor quality code to progress into the next stage 
untested when development delays. 

 The amount of stages is limited. Avoid overlap and reduce 
complexity.  

 
Note: Many problems arise when the project migrates to the next stage to 
soon. Although this sometimes required by political or commercial pressure 
filling in the omissions at a later stage requires more time. By reducing the 
number of stages, the complexity is reduced, overlap is avoided and 
bottlenecks are avoided in the process.   
 

 Test environment See Test environment (unnecessary waiting time) 
 

 Knowledge All staff has sufficient skills and (access to) knowledge. Think about: 
 Knowledge about legacy systems is accessible (especially when they 

are not fully documented) 
 Information session are planned to inform testers (and other 

stakeholders) how they can work on the system and the interesting 
test topics (for this special release). 

 The team has knowledge on required system configurations, and 
knows how to adapt the configuration. 

 The team knows how to work with tools and simulators 
 The required test data is known and available 
 The team is informed about the working processes and 

requirements on test cases, bug reports, etc. 
 Roles and responsibilities are defined  
 Test team has sufficient domain knowledge 
 Key persons such as oracles and decision makers are made available. 

 
Note: insufficient knowledge is a risk for the project result and may lead to a 
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lot of delay. When knowledge is insufficient, tasks require more time, and 
testing may lack the required thoroughness. This will in a later stage result in 
rework or repetition of activities. 
 

 Resourcing  Resourcing of the project is balanced and stable 
 Testers are skilled (see Knowledge) 
 Time required for testing is estimated realistically 
  Planning is made in cooperation with the test manager 
 Team members have dedicated time on the project (operational 

tasks, involvement in other projects and assistance with production 
problems is limited) 

 
Note: Experience learns that much time is lost on waiting for the right people 
to be available, gaining knowledge when people leave the project and 
inefficient work due to chasing deadlines that will not be reached.  
 

 Right method  The chosen methods fits the nature of the project and the 
organization. 

 Methods used by different teams and project stages are aligned. 
 Techniques are used with a clear purpose, not for the sake of the 

techniques themselves 
 
Note: Methods aim to  support the project. Methods that are not aligned or 
do not fit the nature of the project will lead to a lot of extra work and thus 
time. Think about trying to do an agile project in a formal environment, doing 
formal scripted testing in a SCRUM project that lacks documentation. Aim for 
formal approved specifications in a young organizations that does not yet 
know what it really needs and chooses to develop prototype wise. 

 
This checklist has been created by consulting many test professionals and is a product that originates from the 
working experience of those. If you have additions or comments, please do contribute them so others can benefit 
from your experience. Please send your comments to: derkjandegrood@valori.nl 
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